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THE LEGITIMATION FUNCTION IN DECISION MAKING 
When a farmer adopes a new product or pnaice it is usually the result of a 
series of influences occurring over a ~riod of time. After learning about the in-
novarion he ordinarily must obnin additional detailed information about it. The 
accumulated infonru,rion in rum must be evaluned and rdare<! to his own sirua-
rion before he Cln arrive at the decision (0 try the new practice or product even 
on a limited basis. This occurs at the evaluation stage in whar has been referred 
10 as the individual adoption process. (I) Actions and conditions leading to pa-
son:al conviCtion due an innovation is good in principle and good for a potenrial 
user are referred to as legitimation, which is the chief concern of this bulletin, 
Just as there is a lime lag between first knowledge about a new product or 
pnctice and first tril l of it, the process of becoming convinced (legitimation) 
mly also require substantial amountS of time, Proof of local l daptlbility is ofn:n 
l requirement for legit imation. For persons requiring such evidence. observa· 
tion of successfulloc:l;] trial or consultation with trusted informams who have 
the requisite experience is generally necessary. For some pfllcrices. scveflll y= 
mly elapse before this kind of proof is aVlibble. 
Obviously, time requirements for Iegidmltion could be materially reduced 
if this function could be performed by repu table resClrch 1gencies and by in· 
furmation communicated via the mass media fllther thln through the interper. 
sonal communicative nerwork which is usually the case. Although rese.l.tch &eili· 
ties for creating information and agencies for communicating it are physically 
available, effective use of both is often limited. Personal belids regarding the 
suitability and acceptability of informacion for legitimation purposes and the 
frequent requirements of prior experience place limirs on the degree to which 
rtStlrch agencies and mass media will be used for legitimation purposes. Never-
theless, some people do adopt new products and practices in the absence of 
proven local suiubility and upon the direct advice of agricuhut:l l agency or mass 
media sources. Knowledge of the differenti:l;l frequency with which information 
sources and media perform this function for differem kinds of people and under 
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different kinds of ci rcumsnnces can offcr clues for f:l.ciiLr:lring the adoption of 
pnctices. 
If legitirm.don (:In be accomplished by the mass media :.lnd diccCt agency 
effons, 1ccepC2nce rates an likely be f.u:ilinted by making use of these sources. 
If, on the other hand, legitimltion is a function whleh is nther exclusively per-
fo rmed by troSte<! associates, this may ffie2n that selection of local communica-
tive and influence: channds is more likely to be effective. If persons who m in-
fluen ced by direct informHion sources in turn influence the decisions of a dis-
proportionately brge number of olhcr farmers, governmcm agencies :and mw 
medil influences atc: furthcr enhanced. 
PURPOSE OF THIS BULLETIN 
This bulletin reports:l. scudy of (1) [he: locus of Ihe legitimation function 
in decisions to adopt farm pnctices and purchase fum supplies, (2) the extent 
to which performance of this function vuies by the kind of decisions madc:, 
(3) the variations that occur by charaCteristics of the f:um operator lnd his 
operationll unit, and (4) the manner in which rhis fu nction is performed foe 
brm operatOrs who themselves serve as lc:girimuors in the farm practice and 
supply purchase decisions of other farmers. 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Rationale for Seleding the Communities 
Fumers living in tWO widely different communities in Missouri were se-
lected for study. Prairie, in nonhwc:$t Missouri, was selected because it was as-
sumed to represent the pooition on a postulated sacred-seculu continuum tend-
ing toward the secular. (2) In accord with th is assumed poSition, a high degrc:c 
of rationality was expected to prevail in decisions to adopt new farm practicts 
and purchase farm supplies. In this pan of the nate, farm incomes are among 
the highest for the state and conditions are generally highly favorable to the: 
corn.hog·bc:c:f caule operations which prevail in the area. Except for those in 
semi-retirement, mOst people living in the open country are aCtively engaged in 
farming operations on a narly full-time basis. 
Otark, located in hilly south Missouri, was chosen to represent a position 
tending to the sacred end of the cominuum, where lcs.s rational ity is assumed 
to prevail in the decision-making process relative to farm ing ope-ruions. Farm 
incomes are well below the srate average and conditions arc generally unfavQf-
able to generalized commercial farming. Even though a tendency to a tradition-
alistic orientation in thought and action was assumed, economic necessity hid 
forced farmers in Ozark to turn firSt to commercidized farming operations and 
later to part-time farming as a means of supplemendng meagre farm incomcs. 
Over half of the households in the trade area community were so little involved 
in farming that they were excluded from the Study. In the 238 households re· 
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tain~d, 41 perc~m of th~ hous~bold beads (farm operators) ~nd 20 p~rcem of 
tbe spou~s bad earned off· farm incomes during the past ycar In 20 perccm of 
th~ ca,es, off·farm incomes exceeded estimated net &.rm incomes. 
Interview5 with tbe farmers 
Farmef$ in eKb of the communities were asked quesdons regarding their 
use of recently introduced farm pnctices and reccm changes made in the kinds 
or brands of farm supplies purchased. After the length of time they had bern 
using the new farm pnctices had been determined, tho~ most recendy accepted 
""ere selected for mote detailed invesrigation. Insofar as a choice permitted, re' 
cent farm pnctice cbanges were selecred, taking care in each ca~ to choo~ one 
rcbrive1y simple and one somewhat more complex prlCdce for further inquU'}". 
In general, simple practices included rhose requiring changes in marerial and 
equipment only, while the more complex ones also involved changes in existing 
brm operations, changes in exisdng farming techniques, and/or changes in the 
tota l farming enterprize. 
Questions were directed in each case to wbere a brmer first learned about 
a new practice, wben: he gOt additional information, and the information source 
most influential in his decision to adopt or usc the new pnctice Ot product. 
This report is dircctc<l to the last of this series of questions and the legi tirmtion 
function is openrionally defined by it. 
A IOlal of 1028 farm practice de(isions were examined in the tWO commu· 
nities; ~60 in Ozark and 468 in Prairie. Approximately 604 farm supply p;.u-thase 
dedsions were examined, divided on a ratio of about three in Prairie to two in 
Ozark. Most of tbe brm practices related to changes in feed varieties and the 
use of fertilizers and agricultural cbemicals. (Sec Table I.) Farm supply pur. 
(base decisions related primarily to rbe purchase of seed, feed, ferti lizer, (ires, 
insuran(e. and major b.rm equipment. (See Table 2.) 
TABLE 1. FAro! PRACTICE CHANGE DECISIONS OF FAR\\ OPERATORS 
IN OZARK AND PRAIRIE CU.SSIFlED BY KIND 
OF PRACTICE CHANGE 
Number of Decisions 
Kind of Praetlce 
ChM" ToW Ozark Prairie 
TOTAL 1028 
"" 
m 
Agricultural 
Chem1caU; 
'" 
". 
'" Commercial 
Fertillzers 
"" 
, 
". Crop Varieties 
'" "" '" Trench Silos 
" " 
,
Cattle Guards" , , 
" Terracing U , , 
00" 
" " " 
"Includes Guard Rails 
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TABLE 2. FARM SUPPLY l'URCHASE DECISIONS OF FARM OPERATORS 
IN OZARK AND PRAIRIE CLASSIFIED BY KIND 
OF PURCHASE DECISION 
Kind of Purchase 
Decbton 
Number of DeclslollB 
TOTAL 
"'" Feed {or Livestock 
Commercial Fertilizer 
Tlres* 
lnsurance«* 
Major Farm Equipment 00", 
«Automobile and Tractor 
" Flre, Auto. Llabillty. etc. 
LimitCltion5 
ToW 
'" 
'" 
'" 
" 
'"' 
" 
" 
" 
O~ark 
m 
" 
" 
" n 
" 
" 
" 
Prairie 
'" >0, 
m 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
The validity of the data is limited by the ability of f.umers to rec~1J influ-
ences operating in rheir decisions and to recognize the sources mOSt influential 
in final acceptance of pracri(es or in purchase of supplies. However, il is 
believed these difficulties were minimized by directing anemion to re(entiy 
adopted changes and by helping the farmer reconstruct the scquence of influ-
ences culminating in the decisions_ 
Less success ,' .. as achieved in obraining answers of the desired type in the 
supply purchase decisions Ihan in those involving decisions to (hange fann pm-
tices. Perhaps f:umers purchase many things, such as a new brand of feed or 
fertilizer, an automobile tire, or an agricultural chemical. with less thought 
and deliber:ttion than Ihey usc to decide on a new seed variety, a new kind of 
ferlilizer, Of a trench silo. 
In the Clse of farm purchases, farmers were much more inclined to name 
situational factors or to attribute final decisions to their own volition. Typic:ll 
answers were, "1 blew out a tire and had to have a new one; this WlIS the best 
deal, good guarantee," etc. 
Another limit:adon srems from Ihe necessily for selecting recendy adopted 
practices to facilitate recall. This rna)' have resulted in an oversekction of some 
kinds of practices and an under-selection of otbers. Tbus, in <nark, many agri-
cultural chemical deeisions were e:>:amine<l but few related to tbe use of commer-
cial fertilLzers. 
In selecting decisions for inrensive <quesdoning, an attempt was made 10 
obuin at least one involving a relatively simple practice (e,g., adoption of a new-
seed variety) and one relatively comple:>: one (e.g., terracing and application of 
ferrilizer, according to soil test). However, in actual practice, tbe attempt 10 get 
as many as three farm puedce and three farm supply decisions from each person 
virtually resulred in including all usable decision sequences for each person. 
Tbus, in one sense, the cases e:>:amincd represent a near complere enumer:ttion 
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of decisions rec:illed by the fum operators. In another sense, they represenr a 
sample of the kinds of decisions that fumers habitually make. Tests of signifi. 
cance of differences applied in this bulletin arc bued on the latter assumplion. 
One additional limitation stems from the operational manner in which 
legitimation is defined. Mere mention of a specific source of information or of a 
particular set of circumstances reveals linle about the manner in which legiti-
mation actually occurs. It does not reveal the tole.expa.:tations that farm opera-
tors impose on information sources for performing this funcrion. 
LOCUS Of THE LEGITIMATING f UNCTION 
In f a rm Practice Decisions 
Locus refers to the informarion source or means which farm operators in-
dicated were most influential in the dedsion seguences examined in this study 
In a universe comprised of rocal mentions of sources mOSt influential in final dcci· 
sions to adopt new farm pnctlces and purchase farm supplies, friends and neighbors 
headed the hst for farm praceice adoptions in both communities. (See Table 3). 
TABLE 3. PERCEl'TAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES Wl::Il.E MEN-
TIONED AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN DECISIONS BY FAR)1 OPERATORS 
TO CHANGE FARM PRACTICES AND PURCHASE FARM SUPPUES 
OZARK PRAIRIE 
Farm Farm '~m Farm 
Practices Suppl ie s Practlces Supplies 
Sources Mentioned (N~566) (N~31 9) (N"'Sll) (N:461) 
TOTAL (Percent) 100.0 100 . 0 100 . 0 100. 0 
Agricultural Agencies 
County Extension Agent .. , U .., , .. 
Vo<::. Agricultur1l Teacher ,., , .. 10.5 '.7 
Government Offices L. , .. LO ,., 
Agricultural BulLetins 
'-' 
,., .., 
'.7 
Mass MedJs 
Newspaper '-' , .. .., , .. 
Magazines 7.' U 8.8 ... 
R"'" .., , .. 5.' , .. 
TeLevision '.5 ,., .., L3 
Friends and Nelgllbors 33 . 1) 1~.0 31.8 26 . 7 
One Dealer-Farmer U ,., 13.3 ,., 
Local Dealers 20.0 21.3 '-' 30.1 
Own Decision 3.5 7.; 5.7 14 . 7 
Situational" Other 5.3 48.3 ,. , 16 . 5 
More than 40 percent of the m~jor influences were a(tribued to this source. Dealers 
r:ued second, if one outstanding dealer farmer in each community is included 
with dealers. 
Dealers exercised relatively grelter influence in Ozark than in Prairie. 
From the position of the two communities on an assumed sacred·secular con-
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tinuum a greater emphasis of 19riculrur:ai agencies as legLtimating informatioo 
sources might be expe<:rcd in Prairie than in Ozark. H01;l,'cver, only a small 
difference in the expected direction occurred with 13 percent of the mentions in 
Ozark and 16 percent in Pn;ric going co the agricultural agencies. Table 3 
shows that county cX{(1lsion agents and the vocational agriculture teachers figure 
most prominently in chis dassifiotion. 
Although radio and farm journals received a substamill number of mm-
[ions in each community, both werc virrually equ:.tled or distinctly out-r:anked 
by one dealer-fumer in each community. Perce'mages attributed to the mm 
medi:ol. were approxim:ndy 18 percent in each community. However, within the 
relatively small perc~ntag~ for radio is th~ hidd~n fact th:H most of th~ func-
tion performanc~ was conc~ntut~d in a relatively f~w radio personalities. This 
was tru~ for one radio information spe6alist in Ozark and for three in Prairi~. 
Appar~ntly, farmers in the areas had come to rely heavily on these radio per-
sonalities as highly trust~d sources of farm infotmation. A better underm.nding 
of why they were able to assume this role in the community might provide 
clues to enhancing radio as a means of performing the legitimation function. 
In Farm Supply Decisions 
For decisions to purchase farm supplies, local dealers took the number one 
influence poSi tion and friends and neighbors, the number twO position in born 
communit ies. Twenty-one percent of the mentions went to local dealers and 15 
percent [0 friends and neighbors in Ozark. In Pra irie, percentage differences 
were much smaller with 30 going to local dealers and 27 to friends and neigh-
bors. (See Table 3.) 
The proportion report ing agricultural agencies as most influential was nil 
in both communities. However, in Prairie t he mass media were accorded 10 
percent of the mentions compared to approximately 6 percent in Ozark. 
The very high proportion (48 percent) in Ozark reporting situational fac-
tors may indicate less insight or thought tegarding supply purchase decisions 
than in Prairie. Typical answers classified as SitU:Hional in both com munities 
were: "JUSt decided to try a small lor to see results;'· "Didn't like what I had 
been using;" "GOt the best deal;" "JUSt wanted it;" "Needed it so went .md 
bought it;" and " Had to do something." Although an attempt w:l.S made to ob-
c.in more specific answers, some respondents were at a loss to specify important 
source influences which may have been oper2tive. 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH SOURCES WERE MENTIONED 
This section will be directed to variations in the frequencr with which dif-
ferent sources served as legitimators for different kinds of farm practices and pe0-
ple. Although the presentation will be geneully descriptive the following gen-
eul hypotheses, d~rived mainly from pr~vious farm practice adoption studies, 
will be consider~d : 
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(I) Fdlow fiumef5 will be mentioned more frt:q1,l(ndy as kgicimaton for prac· 
tices which involve changes in S«d Vlri«y or products than for pr..cti<:es in· 
volving changes in equipment, technology, or skills. 
(2) The genenl agticultural agencies will b.:': more in demand for legitimation 
of practices that ue relatively complex. 
(3) High income farmers and those: using (he most improved fiuming pncticcs 
wiU be more inclined to rely on the agricultunl agencies than low income: 
f:umtts and those using few improved pncrices. Con'·ersely, rhe last (WO 
will be more inclined to rdy on other farmers for the performance of till: 
legicirru.tion funCtion. 
(4) Young f:armc:rs and those more orkmed to farming as a business than as a 
way of life will generdly be more inclined (0 accept agricultural agency in· 
formation and advice than the older farmers and those who tend to be 
oriented to f:arming as a way of life. 
(~) On the converse, old fumcn and those who tend to be oriented to fuming 
as a way of life nthcr than as a business will be more inclined to rely on 
Other fumers and truSted dealers as legi rimators.· 
As memioned, the f:arm practice and supply change decisions examined. 
were obtained from an inventory of rceem decisions, the type and variety of 
which varied by community. Thus, major classifications were neccssaril)· some-
what different. (See nblC$ 4 and 5.) 
TABLE 4.. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MEN-
TIONED AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN DECISIONS TO CHANGE SPECIFIED 
FAllM PRACTICES CLASSIFIED BY KIND OF PRACTICE 
OZARK 
.",. ... , Tern.clng, 
Chern. Varietie s Etc. ++ 
T~~ 
Sources Mentioned (N~6). (Noo328) (N- 197) [N..:IO) 
TOTAL (Percent) ". ". ". '" ~lculbJ.ral Agenclea 
" 
.. 
" " Ma .. Media 
" 
20 
" 
.. 
Friends and Netgllbora 
" " " " One Dealer-Farmer , .. • • Local Deale", 
" " " • Own Dec1l:llon , , 3 .. SilWlUonal and Other , • 
, , 
+Includes 11 classified as DIller 
++Includ", Trench Silo, Cattle Guards, and euard Ralll 
-T.t(sIS of st"atiSlio.l significance bet ... ·ero ptn::(nCliges of farmas using each infomta· 
cion $Our(e for legitimation putpo$C$ were comput(d Ixt"'=n highest and 10"·01 
group' in (hre.: catt:gocy divisions for C":I.(h of the independclll vuiablc:s. Differences 
sisni1innt at or ~bo,"( thc 0.0' lcvel are starred in ach of thc abies. (3) 
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TABLE 5, PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATIO!'1 SOURC ES WERE MEK-
nONED AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN DECISIONS TO CHANGE SPECIFIED 
FARM PRACTICES CLASSIF!ED BY KJND or PRACTICE 
PRAIRIE 
A", . So.d 
Chern. Fe rt\l1zers Varieties 
Total 
Sources Mentioned (N~511) + (N=171) (NallSS) (N~145) 
TOTAL (Percent) <0, <0, '00 '00 
AgTLcuitural Agencies 
" " " 
<0 
Mus Media 
" " 
<0 
" Friends and Neighbors 
" " 
33 38
One Dealer-Farmer 
" " 
U , 
Local Deale rs , , , <0 
Own Decision , 5 , , 
Situational and Other 5 • • 
, 
-Includes 30 classified a.s Other 
In both communities, the sequences examined permitted use of agricultural 
chemical, se<:d variet)" lind terr::lcing.uench silo-catde guard categories. A fer-
tilizer pr:u::(~e adoption category was possible in Prairie but not in Ozark, when: 
only I ~h decisions were enumerated. Apparently adoptions in the use of 
new I : pes of fenihzers md fertilizer pl':I.ctices were nor as common in Ozark as 
in Pnir;e. For supply purchaSe' decisions, cHegories included seed, fo:ed, fertilizer, 
tire, insurance (mainly fir~ and crop), major farm equipment, and a mis.cdlme· 
ous one which includ~d household equipment. The numbers of cases of seed 
p~. ·chase chang~s and insurance changes were small enough in Ozark to make 
the percentages of dubious value. The same is [fue for th~ small number of fer· 
tilizer and major farm equipment pur(ha5C'5 in Pr2irie. 
Frequency of M entions Clonifled by Kind of Form Proctiee 
Farm pr2cdces Vllry in their complexity. Som~ r~quire only the substitution 
of one product for another with no changes in technology or equipment. Adop-
(ion of a new seed variety is an example. Cerrain others, like the construcrion 
of a trench silo, require the application of new technology and equipment not 
habituall '· used in existing farming operations. (4) Such practices may also in· 
volve new ideas about the adequacy or inade<J.uacy of existing farming opera· 
tions. For example, introducrion of terr:adng is COotr:ary to rhe idea of planting 
stra.ighr rows and the re<:ognition that m:.l.y accrue from the :.l.bility to plant such 
rows. 
Thus. in the filrrn pfllctices considered, consrrucnon of rrench silos md cattle 
guards :.l.nd ter!:.l.cing m:.l.y be ceg:uded as the mosr complex. Since some of the 
changes in fcn:i1izer practices also involved changes in materi:'us, technology, and 
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equipment, they are aecorded an intermediate position. The simplest of rhe prac-
tices v,'erc: changes in seed varieties and the use of insecticides. 
A precedent for the relationShip of source use to practice complexity is 
found in an early study by Wilkening. He found an inclination for fumers to 
rely heavily on friends and neighbors for information about farm praaices closely 
associated with long esoblished farming operations, bur more heavily on agri-
culrural agencies and mass media for information about practi(el; least associated 
with existing fuming operations. (5) 
In Ozark, where 30 decisions involving the most complex practices were 
observed, "most intluenct" was afCributed to the agricultural agencies in 31 per-
cent of {he cases compued to a signific;mdy smaller proportion for agricuhural 
chemiOlls (10%) and for the US( of new seed varieties (12%) . (Sec Table 4.) 
In Pnirie, only nine eases of decisions to temlce bnd or to construct trench 
silos, or catde guards were enumerated, but in four cases out of nine, the most 
influence was ascribed to the agricultural agencies. For (e[(ilizer use, the propor-
tion was approximately 27 percent compared to only 10 percent for the simplest 
pnctice, adoption of a new seed variety. 
Thus, the hypothesis that greater use of agricultur:al agencies for the legiti-
mation of complex pr:actices ~ supported in both communities. A knowled~ 
th:).! information regarding technical aspects of the complex practices and needed 
services and e<Juipment were accessible through the county extension agent'S of-
fice may have been a factor. 
The hypothesized differential use of friends and neighbors did not occur. 
Hov,ever, they were the most universally used of all information sources for 
legitimation purposes, irrespe<tive of pf1l.ctice. It is likely that such selectivity as 
did occur in this regard would be found in the marmer in which individuals 
were chosen for this imponant advice funcrion . Such selectivity has been dem-
onstrated in a previous Missouri study. (6) 
The mass media were more instrumental in legitimating decisions involv-
ing such simple pf1l.ctices as the adoption of new seed varieties and use of agri-
culNral chemicals than in the adoption of the more complex ones. 
I..ocal dealers figured most prominently in changes involving the use of agri-
cultural chemicals. Percentages were 2, in Ozark lnd 19 in Prairie with an ad-
ditional 10 percent attributed to one dealer-farmer in Ozark and an additiond 
26 percent to one dealer-fiumer in Pf1l.irie. 
The greater use of mass media for legitimation of the relatively simple f:um 
pracrices is nOt in accord with the "greatest source use" findings in the early 
North urolina study. The high reliance on local dealers for practices involving 
the purchase of commercial products was in agreement. (') However, "greatest 
use" of a source, either for initial or additional information purposes, is not 
synonymous with legitimation. (7) 
Decision legitimarion requires careful ""eighing of information from sources 
reguded as teliable and perhaps repeated reference to them. Two-way communi-
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(ltion to darify issues in doubt may also be necessary. Access to the mass media 
agent for deliberation and considention is genenlly not feasible. 
In terms of the "complexity" hypothesis, it is reasonable to assume that deci-
sion legitimation requires more deliber:ltion and rechecking of inform:.uion than 
simpler practices. Thus, greater use of information sources which make this p0s-
sible is expected. Dealers am meet these requirements if they have the requisite 
information, are truSted, and are accessible for consultation. 
frequency of Mentions Cla5Sified by Socio-Economic Characteristics 
Gross Farm Income-High-income farmers and those who use improved fann 
pracdces consisrendy make greater use of agricultural agencies for information 
about new farm pnctices. (8) Close agreement of these twO factors would be: ex-
pected in view of the dose rdationship between "good" farming (use of im-
proved farm practices) and atten<bnt economic rewards (farm income). 
Reladonships betWeen the use of other types of information sources and 
.bese twO interrelated independent variables do not sc:c:m to be: so well estab-
lished. A thesis of tbe Wilkening arride, cited previously, was tbat pasons with 
low socio-economic sratus would make rdatively grc::tter use of friends and 
neigbbors tb:m would people with high status and that the converse wouki 
likely be true for the m:l.SS media. (5 ) His conclusions were that "the exchange 
of informa :ion about farm matters between other farmers has bc:c:n replaced to 
a grea extent, or at least supplemented by the information obtained through 
the various agricultural agencies sttving farmers through farm papers and maga-
zines and radio talks" and that this was morc noticc::tble among farmers at rhe: 
uppcr thm al the lower socia-economic StHug levels. Although use of informa· 
lion sources for decision legitimadon is guite different from other informational 
uses, some preference of farmers for :lgricultural agencies was expected at the 
high income levels, along with a rdative de-emphasis of friends and neighbor.; 
and perhaps, also, rhe mass media, 
As hypothesized, high income farmers in both Ozark and Prairie were more 
inclined than low income farmers to use agriculrural agencies for legitimation 
purposes. In each case, approximately l8 percent of the high income group men· 
tioned the agricultural agencies compared with 8 perCent for the low income 
group. (Sec Tables 6 and 7.) These differences were statistically significant at 
the O.O~ confidence level. In Ozark, variation in the use of friends and neighbors 
by income gtoups was almost non-existant. [n Prairie, a slight decline of the 
hypothesiud kind occurred. 
Thus, insofar as the use of agricultural agencies for legitimation purposes is 
concerned the income hypothesis is supported in both cases. For ofhtr farmm, 
it is supported only to a slight degree in Prairie. No significant differences in 
use of mass media by income were found in Ozark. In Prairie, proportionate 
mention of mass media w;u somewhat higher for the low than for the midd le: 
and high income groups, but maximum differences never exceeded 7 percent. 
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TABLE 6. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFOR:>tAnON SOURCES WERE MEN-
nONED AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO ADOPT 
FARM PRAcnCES CLASSIFIED BY GROSS FARM INCOME 
OZARK 
Oro .. Farm Income 
II 
T~" Under $2000 $2000-.$3999 $4000 t Over 
Source. Mentioned (N_S66)+ (1'.11$) (N - 191) (N- I96) 
toTAL (Percent) 
'" '" '" '" Agricultural Agenciet 
" • " M .... Modla 
" " " Frientb and Neipbora 
" " " One Dealer-Furner·' , U , 
Local Dealer . 
" " 
U 
Own Decl.lon • • 
, 
Situational and Other • • 
, 
-lncludU 4 d ... altled u Income Unkno_ 
°Oillerence bet....een hipeat and lowe.t category .ianllleut at the .05 level 
" Included In Frlenda aDd Selchbors category for te.e.. ot .WI.tieal algnlfleanoe 
TABLE 7. PERCENTAOE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MEN-
TIONED AS MOST INfLUENl1AL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO ADOPT 
FARM PRACTICES CLASSIFIED BY GROSS FARM INCOMES 
PRAnU' 
T~ 
Source. Mentioned IN- SUI-
". 
" 
" • >G-
• 
• 
TOTAL (Pereent) ". ". '" '" Agricultural Agencies " • " Mus Media 
" 
.. 
" Friends and Nelgbbo ... 
" " " One Dealer-Fumero, 
" • 
U 
Local Dealers , • • OWn Deel.lon , • • Situatlco>al and Other • 
,
• 
"Include. 10 clasalfled II Inco,.... UJ>lcnOW!\. 
°Oifiennoe between hlpe.t &lid I~.t eategory .!",1ticant at the .05 level 
" Included In Frlentb IIJld Neipbors eategury tor 1.e.1.e or .tatlstlcal signltlcance 
,.. 
" 
" 
" 
" • 
• 
Somewhat diverS(: findings regarding the use of local dealers as legitimatOts 
was evident. A r:uher marked indinarion to dccta-sed use with gross farm in· 
come W2S manifest in Ozark bUI in Prairie a slight increase occurred. Usc of 
dealers for practice legitimation is likely to bc pardy a funcrion of volume of 
expenditures fOf supplies needed to implement the pr2Cticcs. Cem.inly the vol· 
ume of supplies would be gra-ter in Pr:a.iric than in Ozark. This mUST be ""cighed 
againSt varying needs for being certain about decisions involving financial ex-
penditures. These needs would probably be gra-ter in Ozark than in Prairie. 
MISSOURI A GRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIO:-" 
Use of Improved Farm Poctices - In both communities, agricultural agency 
mentions for legitimation purposes increased sharply with use of improved farm 
practices. This relationship was in sharpest relief in Ozark. (See Tables 8 and 9.) 
Use of friends and neighbors was nearly constant at approximatc:Jy 40 percent 
of total mentions in both communities (with one dealer·farmer enumerated in 
the dealer·farmer class). Thus, the evidence tended to support the income·source 
use hypothesis only in regard to the agricul tural agencies. 
TABLE 8. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES FARM OPERATORS NAMED INFOR-
MATION SOURCES AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO 
ADOPT FARM PRACTICES CLASSIFIED BY TIlE IMPROVED 
FARM PRACTICE RATING OF THE OPERATOR 
OZARK 
Improved Farm Practice Rating 
ToW Under 20 20-39 40 " Over 
Sources Mentioned (N- 566)+ (N-65) (N-293) (N- 2<lS) 
TOTAL (Peroont) '00 '00 
"" '"" AgrIcultural Agerx:tes 
" " " '" Mass Media 
" " " " Frlends and Nel~rs 
" " " " One Dealer-Farmer , S 
" 
, 
Loc&l Oe&ler!;" 
'" " " " Own Decision • • 
, , 
Sltuatlon&l and Other , , , , 
-l-lncludes 2 classified as hnpro,·ed Practice Rating Unknown 
TABLE 9. PERCENTAGE OF TiMES FARM OPERATORS NAMED INFOR-
MATION SOURCES AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO 
ADOPT FARM PRACTICES CLASSIFIED BY THE l~lPROVEO 
FARM PRACTICE RATING OF THE OPERATOR 
PRAll'" 
Improved Practice Rating 
ToW l!lljier 40 40-59 60 & Ov~r 
SO\Irces Mentioned (N~51l) (Nm1l7) (N-191) .(N- 203) 
TOTAL (Percent) 
'"" "" '"' '"" Agricultural Agencies 
" • " 
. 
Mass Media 
" 
'" , 
" " Friends and Neighbors 
" " " " One De&ler-Farmer·· 
" 
S 
" " Loc&l Dealers • S " " 0,,'0 Decision S • • 
, 
S!tuaUon&l and Other , S , • 
· 01Ilerenee between highest and lowest caterory significant a t the .05 level 
··Included In Friends lind Neighbors ·category for tests of stati stical Significance 
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In both communities, but parricularly in Ozark, usc of mass media declino:l 
with the increased use of improved farm practices, The same general pattern 
prevailed in Ozark regarding the use of local dealers for legitimation purposes. 
In Pnirie the variacion was nil. Thus again in Ozark. greatest reliance ~ placo:l 
in informacion sources most likely to provide valid evalunion of new practices. 
Age and O rientation to Farming- Some farmers view farming as a business 
which requires cueful objective consideration of cultunl and management prac-
tices; others vie'9.· it essentially as a way of life. Vidich and Bensman refer to 
these typologies as "rational" and "traditional." (9) "Tnditional" farmers are 
described as pncticing farm ing in its ceremonial and rimalistic aspecrs. as main-
taining an opention essentiall}' invulnenble to fluctuations in the market, and as 
persistently attempting to meet adversities by cutting costS nthtr than by raking 
advantage of opportunities. "Rational" farmers are described as cardully calcu-
lating labor and capital costs in relation to prices received and farming operations 
as being directed to high pwfits. e:<panded opemions, and high living standards. 
Saving money is regarded as a means and not an end In itself. 
From an mformation standpoint this kind of orientation requires the acquisi-
tion of timely. reliable knol>:ledge about new developmentS in farming and good 
management pnctices. Being either originators of scientific information or in 
direct conract with the originators, agricultural agmdts should have greater utility 
for business-oriented farmers than / rimtb and ntighbors and perhaps even the 
/IUlJS mtdia where reliance on intervening sources of information is necessary. 
Farmers oriented to fummg as a business may Iherdore be expected to 
make frequent use of agricultural agencies and less usc of information sources 
closely associated with local farming opentions of which friends and neighbors 
are a prime example. In view of the changing nature of farming 2nd the PC('-
sume<! tendency to orient to farming as a business it may be further hypothesizo:l 
that young farmers re ly more heavil), on agriculrul'al agencies for legitimation 
purposes than older farmers and that the older farmers would be more inclined 
to use friends and neighbors. 
Orientation to farming as a way of life versus orientation to fa rming as a 
business was measured by a scale constructed from verbal responses to "agr~ 
disagree with" statementS judged by a commirtee of agricultural colleae faculty 
represent~tives to be indicative of business versus way of life orientatlons. Re-
sponses were weighed by the Thurstone techni9ues and combined into a scale 
score for each farm openTor .... ( 10) 
UThe scale was prepared by Rex R. Campbell of the Department of Rural Sociology 
from responses included in the schedule for this purpose. Typical response m.fements 
Wete: 
A farmer should produce his own meat suppl),. 
It is better to borrow money from the banI< than from a friend or rebtive. 
When a farmer wantS to drill a <>:ell, he should first witch for water. 
A farmer is genenlly wise to go in debt to buy machinery. 
A person who is willing to work can always make a living on a farm. 
16 MI!'SOOJ.1 AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT Sn.TION 
Viewing the :age hypothesis first , T:lbles 10 and 11 show that :I rather 
marked decline in legitimation mentions of :agricultural agencies occurred in 
Ourk as the age of Ill(: lium operator increased '-l)d thlt the same tendency, but 
less marked, occurred in Prairie. In(rcuing reliance on friends :and neighbors for 
the perform:ance of the legitim:uion function was nOted in Oz:uk but noc in 
Prairie. With the las! exception, the data tended to support the hypothesized 
age rdacionships. 
TABLE 10. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MEN-
TIONED AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO ADOPT FARM 
PRACTICES, CLAS&IFl£D BY AGE OF OPERATOR 
OZARK 
AI' of Opeutor (Yeare) 
Total Under 41) 40-59 60 .t: OVill 
Sources Mentioned (Na 566) (N"'99j (N-328) (N: 139) 
TOTAL (Per<:ent) 100 100 100 100 
Agricultural Agencies 13 
" " 
•• Mus Media 18 
" " " Friends and Neighbors 33 33 30 41 
One DeDler - Farmer u 7 9 , , 
Local Dealers 2<l 22 18 22 
o...n Decision , 1 3 ,. 
Situational and OCher , , 7 1 
'Difference between highest and lowest cateJOry significant at the .O~ level 
"*lncluded In Friends and Neighbors category (or tellts or statLstical significance 
TABLE 11. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATIO~ SOURCES WERE MEN-
TIOl'lED AS MOST INF LUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO ADOPT FARM 
PRACTICES, CLASSIFIED BY AGE OF OPERATOR 
PRAIRIE 
Age ot Operator (YeulI) 
Toul Under 40 40-59 60 " Over 
Sources Mentioned (N-511) (N=173) (Nm203) (N·1 3~) 
TOTAL ~rcent) "0 "0 " 0 "0 
Aaticuitur al Agencies 16 
" " 
H 
Mass Media 
" " 
16 ,.. 
Friends and Neighbors 32 32 30 
" One Dealer-Farmer'· 13 
" " 
12 
Local Dealer. 9 , 12 7 
Own Decillion , , , , 
SItuational and Other , , , 3 
°Oicterence ben;un highest and lowest CaleJOry significant at the • O~ level 
--Included in Friends and Nel&hbors category for testa or statlsUcai slan1C1cance 
In Outk, several ~tiations in Jegitim:uion source use by orientuion-ro-
(:arming SCOte were apparent. (5«: Table 12.) Farmers most oriented (0 farming 
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as a business made greatest use of agricultural agencies and friends and neigh. 
bors and Ie:.;;t use of local dealers for this purpose. Greater use of the agricul-
tural agencies by the business-oriented farmer is supportive of the hypothesis 
stated previously but greater usc of friends and neighbors is not. However, it 
may be that business oriented farmers also wished to weigh che utility of an 
idea in the light of what others think about it and that they indeed do so with 
more persistence than farmers less oriented to farming as a business. It is also 
apparent that business oriented farmers in Ozark place more reliance on rhe 
mass media tban those oriented to farming as a way of life. In Prairie, no dif-
ferences in source usc significant at {he O.O~ level ""ere apparent. (See Table 13.) 
TABLE 12. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORl>tATJQN SOURCES WERE MEN-
TIONED AS MOST INFLUENTIAL 1N FINAL DECISIONS TO ADOPT FARM 
PRACTICES CLASSIFIED BY ORIENTATION TO FARMING SCORE 
OZARK 
Orientation to FarmingScore+ 
To"" Under 9~ 95-103 104 &0 Over Soure<:!S Mentioned (N"566) (N~20S) (N~208) (N-192) 
TOTAL (~roent) 
'" '" '" '" Agr1cultural Agencles 
" 
9 
" '" )'Iass Media 
" " " " Friends and Neighbors 
" " " 
,,-
One Dealer-Farmer" , , 9 , 
Local Dealers 
" " " 
,.. 
Own Declston • • 
, , 
Situational and Qth8r , , • 
, 
*Dlfferenoe beN""en highest and lowest category Significant at the . 05 level 
" Included In FrIends and :>"elghbors categ<;>ry lor tests of statistical signlficanoe 
+Low scores Indicate orientation to farming as a way ()f l ife and high OneS orientation 
to farmIng as a bWilness 
TABLE 13 . PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MEN -
TIONED AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIO~S TO ADOPT FARM 
PRACTICES CL.\SSIFIED BY ORIENTATION TO FARMiNG SCORE 
PRAIRIE 
Orientation to Farming Score~ 
Total Under 95 95-103 104 Jz Over 
Sources Mentioned (Nz511) (N~234) (N"H3) (N"'134) 
TOTAL (peroent) 
'"' '". '"' '". AgrIcultural Agencies 
" " " " Mass Media 
" " " " Friends and Neighbors 
" '" " " One Dealer-Farmer 
" " " " Local Dealers 9 
" 
, 
" Own DecisIon , , , , 
Situational and Other , , , , 
+Low scores indicate orientation to farming as a way of life and high ones orientation 
to farming as a bUSiness 
Legitimolion Sources Used by Specio) fundionories in the Individuol 
Adoption Process 
This section will be directed to the manner in which legidmadon of hnn 
practice decisions is accomplished for farm opCI'lltors mmed as mO'lt influentW 
to others, those named as communicators, and those named as being generally 
first to w.opt new farm ptacticcs. ugitimators He operadonally defined as those 
named as most influential in decisions to adopt the farm practices and supplies 
studied; communicators as those named as specific SOUtCCS of first or additional 
information about the practices; innovators as those mentioned as having a 
reputation ofbcing first to try new farm pnctices in the community. 
Analysis of influences of information sources in farm practice use decisions 
ptovides a partial basis for assessing the indirect diffusion pocential for message 
transfer from information sources outside of the communicarive network of in-
dividuals in the local cornmunity.t 
Thus, if those who are frequently named as most influential information 
sources make more frequent use of agricultutal agencies than others, the utility 
of agricultural agencies as information sources and. perhaps, as legitimation 
;ources is enhanced. On the other hand, if selectivity in regard to the particulH 
information source occurs in a converse manner, the utility or the indirect dif-
fusion potential of the source is reduced. 
Legitimators- Where people arc chosen as consultants mainly because of their 
special qualifiodons ro give advice and where their competence is correctly per-
ceived. th,'~e ind;vidu:tls may be expected to be ones who make greater usc of 
the :.l .l<;, .,.uirnral agencies than other pcc<ple for legitimating new ideas. This gen-
etal hypothesis will be examined as a part of a more descriptive tre:l.tmem of the 
manner in which the frequency of usc of information sources varies with the 
number of times farm opcracors arc mentioned as most influential in the deci· 
sions examined. 
In Durk, the ~gricultural agencies were mentioned with distinctly increas· 
ing frequency as personal mentions as a legitimacor increased. (See Table 14.) 
In Prairie, those with 1 or 2 mentions made somewhar more: use of the agricul· 
tural agencies than either those receiving no legitimation mentions or those re-
ceiving 3 or more. (Sec Table 15.) Thus, the general hyporhesis was supported 
in Ozark but only to a limited degree in Prairie. 
In like manner the use of various information sources varied more by fre-
quency of legitimation mentions in Ozark than in Prairie. In Ozark, usc of the 
mass media declined sharply with increasing mentions as a decision influencer. 
The sam(' pattern occurred in Prairie but differences were not signifiont at rhe 
0.05 confidence level. Variation of use made of friends and neighbors was some-
what erntic in Ozark. but persons most mentioned as legirimators made more 
t .... detailed analysis of the porential of interpersonal communicative networks for the 
transfer of information from sources outside of the network is the subject of Missouti 
.... ES Research Bulletin $22, The Potentia! of Interpersonal Communic:nive Networks 
for Message Transfer from Outside Information Sources; A Study of Two Missouri 
Communities, by Herbert F. Lionberger and Rex R. Campbell now in process. 
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TABLE 14. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORi\tATION SOURCES WERE MENTIONED 
AS MOST I:-IFLUENTlAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO ADOPT FARM PRACTICES 
CLASSI FIED BY NUMBER OF Tt:ltES THE FARM OPERATORS NAMING 
TIlE SOURCES WERE MENTIONED AS LEGlTIMATORS 
OZARK 
Number of times Farm Opera.t(ln 
were ~fentloned all Leptlmat(lrs 
T~'" N_ 1- ' 3 or More 
Sou.rces Montioned (N-S6I1) CN~<lZ6) (N"101) (N~39J 
TOTAL (PtIrcent) 100 100 100 100 
A(It'lculturRl Agenclel 
" 
10 
" ". MUI Media 
" " " 
,. 
Frlen<la and Keigbbora 33 33 
" 
.. 
One Dealer-Farmer'· , 8 8 0 
LocIl1 Dealers 
" 
21 
" " Own OtIclalon • 
, , , 
Sltuat10nal ;md Other , , , 0 
' DUference betwlOen highelt Md lowest category .Ignificant at the .05 level 
··Included In Friends :Uld ~el&bbors Clltegory for te.t.1 of Itatlst lcal IlgniflcUlce 
TABLE 15. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MENTIONED 
AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO ADOPT FARM PRACTICES 
CLASSIFIED BY NUMBER OF TIMES TH E FARM OPERATORS NAMING 
TIlE SOURCES WERE MENTIONED /IS LEGITlMATORS 
PRAllUE 
Number of times Farm OperUOU 
were Mentioned as Legltlmaton 
Total N_ 1-' 3 or More 
Sources Mentioned (1'1_511) (N-337) (N"'133) (K-4.1) 
TOTAL (Percent) 100 100 100 100 
Autcult\lral Agencle. 18 
" " " !oi." Media 
" 
.. 18 
" FrtendB and NeI~ra. 
" " " " One OtIaler-Farmer 33 
" " 
10 
Local OtIalers , 9 , 
" Own OtIclalon , , , 10 
Situational and Other , , , , 
use of them than any other group. No significant differences were evident in 
Prairie. 
In Ozark, {he usc of local dealers declined with personal memions, but in 
Prairie, a slight revc:rse tendency .... as noticed. When the mentions received by 
one dealer-farmer are included in the /f)(IJ/ tUlJi" classifiation rather than in 
frimd! IJnd ntighbon, dealer use differemials are Sharply increased in Ozark but 
are little changed in Prairie. 
20 M ISSOURI ACRICULTURJl.L E XPERIMENT STATION 
Communicltors- If it rna}' be as5umed thac requirementS for sd«ting informa_ 
rion sources arc similar [0 those for lcgirim:acion :md if access in bOth cases is 
no different, the (rC<jucncy pattern with which communicawrs and Icgitimators 
arc selected should Ix simihr. Also, the same general hypotheses would seem 
to be appw pri,ue. The question nised in this section is whether persons who 
arc frequently sought as sources of specific f:urn practice informacion :lod those 
who are not sought ~ different sources of information in uriving al thcif own 
decisions. f um oper2tors were accordingly cb.ssified by the number of Times dill 
they wttc mentioned either as sources of inilial or addi rionlll information about 
the: prulitcs considered. 
Comparisons in Ozark reve7.1cd a distinctly greater fr«juenc)' of use of agri-
cu llural agency sources by high mention farmers, (See Table 16.) T he same gen_ 
TABI.E 16. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES lNFOR)tATION SOURCES WERE ;\IENTIONED 
AS MOST INFLUE,,-rlAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO ADOPT FAR)f PRACTICES 
CU.SSIFlED BY NUMBER OF TIMES THE FAIt).{ OPERATORS NAMING 
THE SOURCES WERE MENTIO~EO AS FIRST OR ADDITIONAL 
SOURCES OF I!\FORMATIO!ll 
OZARK 
NOJmber of Times Fnrm Oper ators 
wtll'e Mentioned :IS First or Ad-
dltlonal Souroea 
Toul N~ ,-, 3 or Mot'1.' 
So\Irc '. ,.hmt:ioned (NaW6) (N-377) (N=139) (Na:;O) 
TOTAL (Percent) 
'" '" '" '" Agrtcu.ltural Agenelea 
" 
n H 
"" }{nu ).{edla 
" " " • friends and Nelghbon 33 
" " 
38 
One Dealer-Farmer·· , • 
, , 
Local Dealers 
" " 
n u 
Own Decision • 3 3 • SIt\l.lUon:U and Other • • • 
,
"DiffeNlnce between h.lg!lut and lowest category algnlftcant at the .05 le .... 1 
··lnell.lded In Friends and N.lghbora category for tesU of staUatic:u ,lgnlUcance 
enl tendency occurred in Prairie, but was significant only betwCl!n the no per_ 
sonal mention and the highest personal mention categories. (See Table: 17.) 
Reliance on friends and neighbors for this pu rpose was somewhat erratic in 
Ourk with the highest proportions occurring in the high personal source men-
tion gwOJp and the lowest among those in t he next highest number of men-
tions (}.4). (See T able 16.) H owever, friends and neighbors took the number 
ono: frequenc), posi tion for legirim2tions, in all cues. Although differences "{>,~re 
small, the grelltest usc of friends and neighbors for legitimation purposes 0(;' 
curred in the higheST communicator mention group, There was also a decline 
in the use of local de2lers as personal influence mentions increuo::d in Ozark. 
bur a slight reverse inclination in Pnirie. 
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TABLE 17 . PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MENTIO:>lED 
AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO ADOPT FARM PRACTICES 
CLASSIFIED BY NUMBER OF TlMES .THE FARM OPERATORS NAMING 
THE SOURCES WERE MENTIONED AS FIRST OR ADDITIONAL 
SOURCES OF INFOru..1ATION 
PRAUUE 
Number of Times Farm Operators 
were Mentioned lUI First or Ad~ 
ditlonal Sources 
To,", None , - 2 3 or More 
Sources Mentioned (N~Sl1) (N-238) (N - 17(l) (N'"103) 
TOTAL (Percent) >0, >0, >0, 
'" Agricultural Agencies 
" 
,. 
" 
20 
Mass Media 
" 
20 
" " Frlends and Neighbors 
" " " 
,. 
One Dealer-Farmer 
" " " 
, 
Local Dealers , 6
" 
H 
Own Decision 6 , , 6 
SItuational and Other , , , , 
Innovators- The third rehtionship involves rhe differential use th~t innovator 
referents made of different information sources for legitimation of their own de-
cisions. The role of those perceived ~s innovators in the decisions that individ· 
u~ls m~ke to adopt farm practices is less implicr rhan rhe dyad relationships in-
volving communication and legitimHion. However, under circumstances where 
many individuals insist on proof of local ad~ptabiliry before accepting new prac-
tices even on a limited basis, adoption of (he new practice by innovatOrs would 
seem to be someThing of a prior condition for the adoption of the ptactice by 
rhose who adopt more slowly. Innovarors and early adopters assume risks th~t 
others ~re nOt indined to t~ke. Presumably, they provide evidence for later 
adopters to use in making their own use decisions. It also SC'ems likely that, in 
the process of observing rhe eady local trial of new practices, chose perceived 
as usually being first to try will be watched most. 
Although data were obtained on those regarded :lS first to try the new f.um 
practices, responses to 9uestions regarding who they thought was first to adt;pr 
were regarded ~s l better m-ciicator of persons likely to be looked to as innovatOr 
referents. A person can not serve lS an innovator referent to ochers uncil he is 
perceived as being first. Roles which the firrt .to-try persons Cln perform in the 
individual adoption process are therefore more likely to att~ch to those regardo:l 
as being first than to rhose who arc lcrually first if the rwo are not the same. 
Assuming that indirect communic~rion of information from outside sources 
docs occur lnd that innovators do influence the decisions of those who adopt me 
practices lacer, it is possible to make some assessment of the porential role of 
22 MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPER IMENT STATiO:" 
outside inforrn1tion sources in the individual adoption process. This provides 
the utilituian b:is15 for the analysis which follows. 
Aglin, urmers in Ozark were characterized by more discernable paHcms of 
source use dun brmers in Pnirie. (See T:l.bles 18 and 19.) In Pnirie, only slight 
TABLE 18. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE 1\IENTIO:-lED 
AS ~10ST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO ADOPT FARM PRACTICES 
CLASSIFIED BY !W~IBER OF TIMES 'THE FARM OPERATORS NAMING 
THE SOURCES WERE MEKTIO:.ED AS BEING FIRST TO TRY NEW 
FARM PRACTICES 
OURK 
Number of Times Farm Operators 
were Mentioned as First to Try 
T~'" K~ , -, 3 or More 
Soorccs Mentioned (N~S66) (N=436) (Ng72) (N~5S) 
TOTAL (Percent) 
'" 
>0, 
'" '" Agricultural Agencies 
" 
>0 
" 
,.. 
Mass Media 
" " " " Friends and Nelgbbora 
" " " " One Dealer-Farmer" , • • 
, 
Local Dealers 
" " " " Own Decision • • 
, , 
Situational and Other , , , , 
' Difference between highest and lowest category significant at the . OS level 
" Included In Friends and Neighbors category for les'" of st:rtlstlcal significance 
vatiations occurred with no differences significam at {he 0.05 confidence level. 
In Ozark, those designated as first made distinctly greater use of agriculrural 
agencies, with use increasingly prevalent with increasing number of mentions. 
There was a slight tendency to make less use of the mass media as innoVll-
lOr mentions increased and a more marked but erratic decrease in the use of 
local dealers for legitimation of decisions to change hrm practices. Some varia-
rion occurred in the use made of friends and neighbors with the highest men-
tion group placing least dependence on this source. Perhaps most significant in 
{his regard was the relatively large number of perceived innovators who relied 
on friends and neighbors for legitimation purposes. Friends and neighbors re-
rained the number one poSition as IegirimalOls for all groups. Thus perceivof, 
innovarors, like their less aggressive coumerparts, relied heavily on other f.umers 
in deciding to adopt new ideas and practices on their own farms. 
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TABLE 19 . PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MENTIONED 
AS MOST mFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISiONS TO ADOPT FARM PRACTICES 
CLASSIFIED BY NU~IBER OF TIMES THE FARM OPERATORS NAMI:->O 
TilE SOURCES WERE MENTIONED AS BEINO FIRST TO TRY :O<EW 
FAR),! PRACTICES 
PRAIRIE 
Number of Times Farm Operators 
were ~lent1oned u First to Try 
Total :o<one ,- , 3 or More 
SOIIrces Mentioned (N~5ll) (N~a62) (N .. SS) (N _64) 
TOTAL (~rC<!nt) 
'"' '"" '"" '"" Agricultural Ag.mcles 
" " " " Mass Media 
" " " '" Friends and Nelilhbors 
" " " " One Dealer-F .... mer 
" " " 
H 
Local Dealers , , H , 
Own Decision , , , , 
Situational and Other , , , , 
VARIATION IN LEGITIMATION MENTIONS FOR SUPPLY PURCHASE 
As in the c~se of improved farm pracrict's, supply purchast' dt'cisions for 
examination were obtained from an Inventory of reo:nt changes in supply pur· 
chases which the farm operators wt're able to recall . Thest' includt'd purchases 
involving changes in bnnds or kinds of ready mixed feeds; commercial ferti· 
lizers; new seed varieties; automobile, truck, or tractor ti res; automobile, crop 
and tite insur:lnce; other farm supplies; and household equipmenr. 
Farm 0pc:!"amrs ... ·ere questioned about C1lch of the Changes to determine tbe 
sources of information they used and the influences ope:r-ating in arriving at their 
decisions. The number of decisions per person generally ranged from none [0 
three with an aver:lge of slightly less than one in Ozark to approximately 1.7 in 
Prairie. Al!hough comparable questions and methods were used in both com· 
munities, the lise of supply purchase decisions was somewhac different with a 
relarively higher incidence of changes in seed variecies and feed for livescock in 
Prairie. (See Table 2.) These differentials may very well represent differences in 
the farm encerprizes emphasized in che cwo communities and perhaps also the 
differences in sales effort In che cwo areas. The greater number of purcha.le de· 
cisions enumerated in Prairie than in Ozark may be a partial function of the 
volume of purchases r(.~l uired in the twO communities to carry on farm opera· 
tlons. 
In both communities. but panicularly in Ozark, f1rm~ts were much mOl"(' 
inclined to give si(uacional and "own decision" responses to qut'srions regard-
ing information sources mosr influential in supply purchast decisions than in 
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fum pr.Ktke decisions (See Table 3). Ag.tin several explan:ltions are likc:ly. De-
cisions to :ldopt (:am pn.cticc:s are likely [0 be more thoughtfully considered 
rhan decisions regarding farm supply purchilScs where one brand or kind of pro-
d UCt is bdog substituted for another. In such Clues, f:urn opeo fOrs are less 
likely [0 recognize: and to recall the influences operating in their decisions. In-
formation sources and the methods of us ing them to obtain knowledge about 
new (urn supplies 1ft not :as well institutionalized as methods of obt1ining in-
fommion iliout nev,' &rm practices. The individw.l is in a posirion of having ro 
rely on less tC'Cogniled and perhaps less tru sted SOUr(tS of information about 
new products on the m1tker. Under such ci rcumstances they arc: likely to rely 
more heavily on their own judgment; thus the likeli hood of "own decision" re-
sponses. Circums[and~1 responses ~re also likely because many of (he f~rm sup-
ply purchases seem 10 be precipitated by situational factors. Some characteristic 
responses were: "I blew OUt a tire and had to have a new one," "That's the kind 
of feed that the routeman deliven," " I could get the other one cheaper," and 
" That's the kind they sell at the exchange.~ 
The higher percentage of situational mentions in Ourk than in Prairie 
m~r indicne less insight ~nd deliberation on (he pan of those making supply 
change decisions. However, (his should be regarded only as a possible explana-
tory hypothesis and is in fact COntrary to the emphasis that farmers in Oz:uk 
placed on the selection of informltion sources lmong persons who '\I,ere ex-
posed to agricultural agency lines of communication. In view of the high pm-
p orrion of situltional mentions and the smaller number of farm supply than 
pr.aaice decisions, analysis is confined to gener:al vari:uions and uniformities by 
kind of supply involved and by the number of times the decision makers them-
selves are named lS Ic:gitimators. 
Legitimotion Sources Compared by Kind of Supply 
In Ozark, locll dealers were used most for Icgitimaring supply purchase: 
decisio ns, receiving 21 percent of the mentions. Friends and neighbors rued 
second '\Idth l' percent of the mendons. A majori[)· of the questions designed 
to elicit a source of information of grearest influence actually resulted in sitw-
{ion:ll responses (48 percenr). However, in ter ms of specific source mentions, 
local dealers were the most frequently used legitimating source for fertilizC{, 
livestock feed, and insurancc purchase dedsions. (Sec Table 20.) Only for (he: 
major farm and household equipment o(egories did friends and neighbors take 
a distinct lead over local dealers. 
The mass media ml4e • rela tively small conlribution to rhc legitiffi2lion 
of supply purchase decisions with perccnrages ranging from 2 [0 14 percent in 
the various categoriC"S. Agricultural agencies were seldom used. Six pcr<:ent of 
thc legitimation sourcC"S mcncioned for fe n ilizer pllfchasc and 6 perccnt for feed 
purch:ucs Wete l([ributed to them. 
TAB LE 20. PEUCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOUUCES WERE MENTIONED AS 
MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO PURCHASE k'ARM SUPPUES 
CLASSIFIED BY KINO OF SUPPLY 
OZARK 
lIa ld. 
Fcrti- Il18ur- Maj. Farm EquIp. 
To<al ""d llre< Food TIre. M~ Equip, " Other 
Sovces Mentioned (N..a19) (N=o I 7) (N=35) (N=o52) (N"' IOS) (N"29) (N"S2) (N" 29) 
TOTAL (Percent) >00 >00 >00 >00 >00 >00 >00 >00 
Agrlcullural Agencios , 0 , , 0 0 0 0 
Mass Media • " 
8 4 8 7 , U 
Friends and Neighbors >5 24 H 9 
" 
U U 
" Local Dealers 2> 
" '" " '" " " 
>0 
Own Decision 8 
" 
, U 9 0 0 , 
Situational and Other 49 
'" 
., 35 50 49 67 
" 
TABLE 21. PRAIRIE 
Bs ld. 
Ferti- 1l18ur- Maj. ~'arm Equip. 
Toto! ""d Uwr Food TI res moo Equip, &. Other 
Sources Mentioned (N" 461) (N=l28) (N"'26) (N=l38) (N .. 32) (N .. 90) (N" Zl ) (N=Z6) 
TOTAL (Percent) >0' >00 >00 >00 >00 >00 >00 >00 
Agricultural Agenclcs , , 9 , 0 • 0 0 MIl88 Media >0 , >5 U , >0 0 
" Friends and Nelgbbors 
" 
34 
" " " " 
24 
" Local Dealera 30 34 
" " " 
30 24 >5 
Own Decis ion >5 H 4 >0 
" 
U 33 
" Situational and Other 
" 
>2 >5 >2 
" " " " 
" 
MIS.(QUIU AGRl CU LnIRAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
In Pniric. fricoo$ and neighbors and local dealers vied for the number one 
po$ition in percentage of legitimation mcmions for livestock feed and new seed 
varieties. For the purchase of automobi le, truck, and {nerOt t ires; commercial 
fcrrili~c'fS; and major farm equipment; friends :l.nd neighbors Took the lead.. 
( Sec Table 21.) Agricultural agencies received no mentions (xcept in the seed 
varie t)' . livestock feed, and commercial fertilizer t1l( gories with (he highest 
mentions (8 perccm ) in the commercial fertilizer ntegory. 
Aggrc:gate mass media mentions noged from 3 percent in the seed to 17 
!X£Ctnt in the feed ca tegory. Variations for speci6c types of the ffiaS$ media by 
rype of pncticc wcrc considerable. Tdevision gOt 8 percent of the mentions for 
commercial fcrtilizcr5 to t:ake the lead among the mass media. Radio 1nd m1g...-
zincs took the prirru.ry position for mass medi:a influence in livestock feed s1lcs 
with 7 percent and 6 percent, respectively. For cire :and insunnce sales, news-
p1pers got the higher proportion of mentions (6 percent ). 
Leg itimation Sources Compared by Socio-Economic Charocteristics 
The onl~' V::l.riation in information sources used in Ozark for legitimarion of 
supply change decisions "'lIS a significantly sm:a lJer proportion of the middle in· 
come group using local dealers t han of either the high or low income groups, 
:and for a much higher proportion of Ihis middle income group to give situa· 
tional rosons 25 m2jor infiuences nrher rhan spcc:i6c informadon sources. (So:: 
Table 22.) In Pnirie (Table 2) no apprcc:iable vuiafioo by gross £um income 
was in evidence. 
TABLE 22. PERCEN"TAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION" SOURCES WERE MEI'-
TIONED AS MOST II'FLUENTlAL l~ F1~AL DECISIONS TO PURCHASE 
FARM SUPPLI ES CLASSIFIED BY GROSS FARM II'COME 
OZARK 
GrOll. Farm Income 
T~. UDde r $2000 $2000-$3999 S40Q() " Ove r 
Sou.roe. Mentlooed ~-:n9)- (1'1-$4) (N-1l7) IN-I 06) 
TOTAL (Percent) 
'" '" '" '" Apicu..lrural Aponcln , , , • Man Media , , • 
,
friends and ~e llll>bore 
" 
,. 
" " Local Dealers " 
30 
" " Own Deel.lon , ., • 
, 
SItu#lQtlal and Other .. 
" " " 
In Ourk, hrm operators under 4{) YC:i.rs of age sho""cd somewhJt Icss in· 
cl ination to usc mass media for legil imalion putposes than older ones. There 
was also a marked tendency for the forme r to make more use of local dc-alcrs 
rhan the latter. (Sec Table 24.) In Prairie, tOO, younger farmers made somewhat 
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TABLE 23. PERCENTACE OF TIMES INFORMATIO:<l SOURCES WEJU: MEN· 
TIONED AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO PURCHASE 
FARM SUPPUES CLASSiFIED BY OROSS FARM I~COME 
PRAIRIE 
Oroll. Farm Income 
27 
ToW UDder $2000 $3000+$7999$8000 " Over 
Sou.rcel MentiOr>ed !!:!~lj+ !!:!"71j ~"17fl £N_210j 
TOTAL (Percent) 
'" 
". 
'" '" Agricultural Apnciea , • 
, , 
Man Media 
" " " " Frlends and Nelgjlbcu 
" " " " Local Dealers 
" " " " Own Decision 
" " " " Slt>.IaUcnal and Qth,u 
" " " " 
·lncl""'l 6 classified as Ineome Unknown 
TABLE 2-4. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES Il"FORMAnON SOURCES WERE MEN· 
nONED AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO PURCHASE 
FARM SUPPUES CLASSIFIED BY AGE OF OPERATOR 
O'ARK 
Age of Operator (Years) 
ToW UDder 40 ..... , 60 "Over 
Scu.rces Mentioned (N- 319) (N-6S) r.<- 1 8S) "' ... 
TOTAL (Percent) ". ". ". 
'" Acrlcultural AgencIes , , , , 
Mass Media , 3 • 
, 
Friends and Nelgjlbcn 
" " " 
,. 
Local Dealers 
" " " " Own Declalora • • 
, , 
SIb.W1ooal and Othe r .. 
" " 
.. 
less use of the m<llS media for legitimating their purchase decisions than those 
40 yeatS of age and over (See Table 25). Also, as in Ozark, the oldest farmers 
(60 years of age and over) made somewhat less use of local dealers than those 
under 60. This suggests less skepticism of dealers as information sources on 
the part of the younger operators. 
In Ourk, there was some indination for farmers with the Strongest orienta-
tion to farming as a business to make more use of friends and neighbors and 
less of local dealers for legitimating supply purchase decisions than farmers 
oriented to farming as a way of life. (See Table 26. ) In Prairie, farmers most 
oriented to farming as a business also showed some indin;l;r1on to use agricul-
tural agencies for legitimating purposes. (See Table 27.) The only other sig. 
TABLE 25. PERCENTAGE OF TiMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MEN-
TIONED AS MOST I!>TLUE NTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO PURCHASE 
FAR.\! SUPPliES CLASSIFIED BY AGE OF OPERATOR 
PRADUE 
Age of Operator (years) 
To'" Under 40 40- 59 60" Over 
Sour~u MentiODed (N0.461) (N - U9) IN"I94) (N-I OS) 
TOTAL (Peroont) 
'" '" '" '" Acrlculwral A31!nc1n , , , , 
Mus ;\fedia 
" 
, 
" " Frlends and Neighbor. 
" " " " Local Dealers 
" " " " Own Decision 
" " " " Situational and Other 
" " " " 
TABLE 26. PERCENTAGE OF TiMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MENTIONED 
AS MOST INF LUENTl,U IN FINAL DECISIONS TO PURCHASE FARM 
SUPPliES CLASSIFIED BY ORIENTATION TO FAR.'dING SCORE 
OZARK 
Orlentatlon to Farming S¢o~ 
T~" Under 95 95-103 104" Ov<'lr 
Sou.rcet Mentioned (1'1_319) (N-S5) (N- 125) (N - I09) 
TOTAL (Peroent) 
'" '" '" '" Ap"lculturll A~nc1et , , , , 
Ms .. Media 6 , , 6 
Frl<'lncls and I'elgttbon 
" 
U 
" " Local Dealns 
" " " " Own Decision , U , , 
Situational and Other 
" 
., 
" " 
TABLE 21. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MENTIOSED 
AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO PURCHASE FARM 
SUPPUES CLASSIFIED BY ORlENTATION TO FARMING SCORE 
PRAIRIE 
Od'ntatlon to Farming Scorfl 
T." Under 9~ 95-103 104 ~ OV<lr 
SOIlrcn Mentioned (N-461) (1'1 _214) (Nm 135) (N .. ll2) 
TOTAL (Peroont) 
'" '" '" 
, .. 
AcrlC\llturai Al"nciu , , , ,. 
MUI Media 
" " • " Frlencls and Neip.bon 
" " " " Local Dealers 
" 
.. 
" " Own Decision 
" " " " Situational and Other 
" " " " 
• Diffennce betWl!en hipe.t and lowest category .Ignilicant at the . 05 le",,1 
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nifiant difference in specific source usc was some inclination for farmers in dl( 
middle orientation range to switch from local dealers to friends :md neighbors 
for this purpose. 
legitimation Sources of Special Functionaries In the Individual 
Adoption Process 
Lcgitimators - The only distinct difference in information sources used fOr 
legitimating supply change decisions in Outk was in the frequency with Vo'hich 
tocal dC'liers were: used for that purpose, Table 28 reveals a distinctly higher usc 
of local dealers by those mOSt sought personally by others fOf decision legitima-
tion, Differences in the usc of agricultural agencies, friends and neighbors, and 
the mass media were tOO small to be considered significant. 
TABLE 28. PERCENTAGE OF T IMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MEN-
TIONED IlS MOST INF LU ENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO P URCHIlSE 
FARM SUPPLIES CLASSIFIED BY TIlE NUMBER OF TIMES TlIE 
F AR.M OPERATORS NAMING TlIE SOURCE S WERE 
MENTIONED ,o.s LEGlTlMATORS 
OZARK 
Nllmber of Times Farm Operator. 
~re Mentioned &II Leptlmuors 
ToW N~ , - , 3 or More 
SCIo.ir«. Mentioned (N0a319) (N - 246) (N - 56) tN-I?) 
TOTAL (Percent) >0, 
'"' '"' '"' A,rlcullural Agenclu , , , , 
Mu. Media , , • • Frllnd, and Neighbor. 
" " " " Local Dealers 
" " " " Own Decis ion , • H " SIb.lational and Othe r .. .. .. 
" 
Thus, on the basis of ver)' limited findings, local dealers had a legitimating 
advanuge in supply puldasc decisions over olher information sources due to the 
influence they were able to exert through personal referents (influentials) , A 
slight similar tendency was apparent in Pr:.l.irie (sec Table 29) as well as a slight 
tendency co less use of the mass media for supply dicision legitimation by per-
sons most frequently mentioned as iegitimacors. Also, high mention legilimators 
made slightly greatcr use of the agricultunl agencies for legitimating their own 
supply pureh:z.se decisions than (hose nOt $0 mentioned, 
TABLE: 29. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SO URCES WERE MEN-
TIONED AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN f'lNAL DECISIONS TO P URC HASE 
FARM SUPPUES CLASSlf'lED BY TllE NUMBER OF TIMES THE 
FARM OPERATORS NAMINO THE SOURCES WERE 
MENTIONED AS LEGITIMATORS 
PRAIRIE 
Numbe~ of Times Farm Operators 
were Mentioned as Lei!timators 
,~" N~. . - , 3 or More 
Sources Mentioned (Na461) (N~286) (1'-133) (X'"42) 
TOTAL (Percent) 
'"' 
." '"' ." Agricultural Agencies , , • 
, 
Mus Media 
'" 
H 
'" 
, 
Friends and Neighbors 
" " " " Local Dealers 
" " 
n 
" Own p"clsion 
" 
,. 
" • Situational and Other 
" " " " 
Comrnunicuors-This relationship. it will be recalled. refers to mere acquisi-
tion of informadon without any commitment on the parr of the p<:rson naming 
the sour.:e as to the importance placed on rhe information received. Some over-
lap in sources named ~s initi~[ or additional sources of information with those 
regarded as most import~nt in arriving at a fin~l decision of acceptance occurred 
but differences were considerable. (6) 
As in the legitimadon relationship, an indination for high mention com-
rnunicators to use local dealers for the legitimation of supply purchase decisions 
in Durk was apparent. (~ Table 30.) Also, in somewhat lesser degree, greater 
TABLE 30. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MENTIONED 
AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO PURCHASE FARM SUP-
PLIES CLASSIFIED BY TIlE NUMBER OF TIMES THE FARM 
OPERATORS SA"lING THE SOURCES WERE MENTIO~ED 
AS. FIRST OR ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
OZARK 
!'umber of Time. Farm Operators 
were Mentioned as First Or Ad-
d!tlonal Sources 
"'" 
None . -, 3 or More 
Sources Mentioned (N--$19) (N~213) (1'- 84) (1' .. 22) 
TOT AL (~rcent) 
'"' 
." ." 
'" Agricultural Agencies , , • 
, 
Mas5 Media , • H 
, 
Fr!ends and Neighbors 
" " " " Local Dealers 
" " " " Own Dec!slon • 
, H , 
SiWa!;ional and Other .. 
" " " 
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use of friwds and neighbors was also in evidenee. No appreciable difference in 
the use of agriculturll agencies and the mass media for supply decision Iegitima-
cion was observed. 
In Prairie, variarions in source use for supply decision legitimation by per. 
sonal influence mentions were ni l. (See Table 31.) 
T."BLE 31. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MENTIOl'lED 
AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO PURCHASE FARM SUP-
PUES CLASSIFIED BY THE NUMBER OF TiMES THE FARM 
OPERATORS NAMING THE SOURCES WERE MENTIONED 
AS FIRST OR ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
PRAIRIE 
Nurnbl!r of Times Fum Operators 
were Mentioned as First Or Ad-
ditional Sour.::u 
ToW NOM ,- , 3 or More 
Sources Mentioned (N-461) IN-nl) {N5I-4l) (S=99) 
TOTAL (Percent) 
'"' '" '" '" Agriculture Agencies , , , , 
Mass Media 
'" • • " Frlends and Neighbors 
" " " " Local Dealers 
" " " " Own Decision 
" 
,. 
" 
n 
Situational and Other 
" " " " 
Innovators-Link variation was evident in sources used for supply decision 
legitimation as influenced by number of times an individual was named as hav-
ing a reputation of being first to try ncv.' farm practices. In Ozark, there was a 
slight tendency for high mention innovators to make grelter use of friends and 
neighbors for purchase decision legitimation than low mention persons. (See 
Table 32.) Contrary to normal expectations, some tendency for "middle-men· 
tion" persons in Prairie to refrain from use of friends and neighbors in favor of 
local dealers was evident. (See Table 33.) However, as in Ozark, use of friends 
and neighbors for this purpose was highest among individuals receiving rhe 
mOSt innovator mentions. Such persons are generally nor thought to rely on 
other persons as direct informarion sources but friends and neighbors obviously 
served as information referems fot rhem. It is likely thac they are much more 
highl)' selective in their choice of legitimating referents or at le:lst selective on a 
differem basis than people who are nor innovators. (10) 
TABLE 32. PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INFORMATION SOURCES WERE MENTIONED 
AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DECISIONS TO PURCHASE FARM SUP-
PUES CLASSIFIED BY NUMBER OF TIMES THE FARM OP ERATORS 
NAMING THE SOURCES WERE MENTIONED AS FIRST TO TRY 
Sources Mentioned 
TOTAL (Percent) 
Agricultur al Agencies 
Masa Media 
Friends and Ne ighbors 
Local De10lers 
OWn Decision 
Situational and Other 
NEW FARM PRACTICES 
OZARK 
T~. 
(N- 319) 
'00 , 
• 
" 
" , 
.. 
Number of Timu Farm operat",.. 
were Mentioned"" Flnt to Try 
Noo. ,- , 3 or M"re 
(N- 236) (N)<49) (NB 34) 
'00 
'" 
'00 
, 
• 
, 
, , , 
" " 
". 
" " " , , , 
" " " 
· Dlfference between highest and lowest category s l",lflcant at the . 05 level 
TAB LE 33. PERCE NTAGE OF TIMES mFORMATIO:' SOURCES WERE MENTIONED 
AS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN FINAL DEClSIONS TO PURCHASE FARM SUP-
PUES CLASSIFIED BY NUM BER OF TIMES THE FARM OPERATORS 
NAMING THE SOURCES WERE MENTIONED AS FIRST TO TRY 
Sources Mentioned 
TOTAL (Pncent) 
Agricultural Agencies 
M"" . Media. 
Frtends and Nelcllbors 
Local Dealers 
Own Decision 
Situatlonal and Other 
NEW F ARM PRACTICES 
PRAIRIE 
T". (N-46i) 
'" , 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Number of Times Farm Operators 
were Mentioned u Firat to Try 
None , -, 3 or More 
(N ~331) (N"77) (N" 5B) 
'" '" '" , , ,
U 
" • 
" " " 
" " 
U 
" " " 
" 
..
" 
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INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Legitimation of Farm Practice Ded$ion$ 
The most frequently and most consistently used informacion source for 
legirim:nion purposes for all agricultural practices in borh communities was 
frimdI and ndghwrs. This source accounted for 38 percent or more of the legiti-
mation mentions for each of the praccices considered. (See Tables 4 lnd 5.) One 
dealer-brmer lcCOunted for 7 percent of the mentions in OZlrk and one dealer-
farmer, 13 percent in Prairie. The highest degree of mention was 26 percent for 
che use of agricultural chemical practices, a[(ributed to che deller-farmer in 
Prairie. 
The second most used information source for farm practice legitimation was 
the mass midia in Prairie and loca! deakrs in Ozark, although in both cases con-
siderable variation occurred by type of practice. AgriculJura/ agmcitJ figured 
prominently as a legitimating source for mosc practices in both communities. 
They experienced disrinctl y greater use for the complex practices (including tcr· 
t:.Icing, building of trench silos. and ch.:mges in the use of commercial fertilizers) 
which often involved new technologies lnd concepts. 
Perhaps it is significant chat 18 percent of the legitimation of hrm practice 
changes resulted from the use of mlSS media in both communities; also that 
hidden in chese percent:l.ges ate radio personalities to which farmers frequently 
listened in both communities lnd who accounted for sizeable percentages of the 
mass media legitimations in each community. These persons had gained the con· 
fidence of farmers to the poim where farmers ""ere willing to accept their ad-
vice regarding the practices recommended by them. 
If rhe circumstances under which mass media legitimation of farm pr:.l.ctiC<': 
decisions were better understood, the functions ordinarily performed by rhe mass 
media probably could be expanded and adoptions facilitated. Even so. rhe 18 
pew:nt legitimltion figure must be considered significanc in vicv,· of usual func-
tion performed by the mass media and the standpoint of allocating change agent 
resour<:es. Ir is quire problble thlt legitimations by this means occurred quicker 
and at less cost chan legitimation by other means. 
When viewed on a community basis, farmers in Ozark were at le:asc in 
some respects more consiscant than rhose in Prairie in the use of information 
sources which change-orientccl people may be expeCted ro use. In genenl. dif· 
ferences appeared in clearest focus and in the expected direction in Ozark. 
The use of agricultural agencies in rdation to variables indicating a personal 
orientacion to change were all in che expecreJ dire(:(ion and, with one exception, 
subsrlmially greater in Ozark than in Prairie. These variables included gross 
farm income, improved farm practice raring, age of the operaror, and orienta· 
tion to farming as a business versus a way of li fe. Also, in Ozark, as hypo-
thesized, high mention legicimatOrs, communicatOrs, and innovators made much 
greater use of che agricultural agencies than those noc mentioned. In Prairie, 
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differences were either small or nonexistent. Thus, in Ozark the ~g[icu!(ur:.J.! 
agencies occupied st~tegic positions to exercise: :I. multiplying inAuencc through 
the personal referent system operating in the interpersonal communicative net-
work. This also suggests a gre2tcr sensitivity of f:umers in 0urk than in Prairie 
to the choice of personal referents in a likely position to supply authentic in-
formation. 
Use of sources other than agricultural agencies was somewhat less dearly 
de6ned. Mass medi:. legitimations declined with gross farm income in Prairie 
bm nm in Ozark In both communities, they declined with incrl':2ses in the im-
proved p('lIctice !";ICing hur incrC2S(d with the age of the farm operator. In 
Outk, use of the !russ media for legitimation purposes was sharply upward as 
orientation to farming as a business increased but in Prairie a slight reverse 
tendency \\'lS note(!. Preservation of farming as :.i W:.iy of life and as an ideal has 
been subjected to less challenge and strain in Prairie thln in Ozark where ec0-
nomic survival has demanded enterprize and family changes that have not been 
necessary in Prairie. rhus, rhe possible expb.mtion of more s<':nsitivity in Ozark 
to source use instrumental to implementing change than in Prairie. 
As expected, elderly farmers made somewhat greater use of friends and 
neighbors for legitimation purposes in borh communities. In Ozark, use of local. 
dealers for legit im.ation purpose decreased with Income of the oper:l.tor, while a 
reverse tendency was noted in Pniri<':. This put local dealers at an advantage for 
legitimation of farm pnctice change decisions among high income farmers in 
Ozark and at a slight relative disadvantage in Prairie when (ompared to farmers 
with lower incomes. Also. from the standpoint of total mentions, Io<:al dealers 
in Ozark Nere in a IT.uch more fa\'ored position for farm practice legitimation 
than in Prairie. 
Even so. in Ourk use of IOClll dealers for farm pnctice decision legitima. 
tion decreased slightl} with the level of farm practict adoption lnd sharply as crim· 
tatioll to farmillg as a hUJiness increased. In Prairie, variations in source use for 
legitimation purposes b} these two variables ",ete very small and somedmes in· 
consistent. None ""ere sutistically signihcant at the O.O~ confidence le\ld 
Persons \>Jho served as (ommunicator and legitimator ~ftrmlS to other farmers 
in Ozark made less use of the mass medi:.!. and local dealers for legitimating their 
own farm practice decisions than rhose who were not named as referents. In 
comparison to information sources more fre<juently used br such persons the 
rrulSS media were at a comparative disadv:.lOtage in achieving legitimation through 
the persona! referent system. The sam<,: general rendency was present in Prairie 
for the mass media bur differences wete not significant at the O.O~ confidence 
leveL However, for local dealers a slightly reverse situation o<:curred, i.e., com· 
munic:.!.cor and legitimator referems made slightly more frequent use of local 
d~lers than others to legitimate their own decisions. However, the greatest dif· 
ferential in source use for farm practice legitimation purposes o<:curred in the 
use of agricuirunl agencies in Ozark. Differences in this regard in Pnirie were 
small and not entirely consistent. 
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In Ozark, borh legirimamrs and communicators made greater use of friends 
and neighbors for legitimating their own farm practice decisions Ihan persons 
nOt named for either purpose. One reason for this may he that those who serve: 
legitimator and communicator functions for others are more integrated into 
the social structure of the community than those who do not perform these 
functions and are therefore more accessible for conversations from which they 
themselves receive valued advice. Innovators, on the other hand, may he deli-
berately underselectcd as consultants in communities where change is viewed 
with caution ~C2use their advice may not be as highly prized as advice received 
from somewhat more conservative persons. They, in turn, might he expected to 
rely less on friends and neighbors for decision legitimation than farmets less 
oriented to the acceptance of change. Some indication of such an indination was 
observed in both communities. However, the greatest source use differences 
were in Ozark where innovators relied much more heavily on agricultural 
agencies for own decision legitimation than those not named as innovators. No 
difference of this kind was observed in Prairie. 
Legitimation of Supply Purchase Decisions 
Sources for information about new products appearing on the market lie 
not so well known and certainly not so well insritutionllized as information 
sour"s about new farm practices; nor are the available sources likely to be 
viewed with as much confidence as many farmers place on the extension eduotion 
system asssociated with the land-grant colleges of the nation. Under such cir-
cumStances. individuals mUSt rely more on their own resources in sdecting in-
formation sources and in deciding how much reliance to place in them. 
Thus, the mention of "own decision" or situational factors in 48 percent of 
the cases in Ozark and 17 percent in Pnirie should not be particularly surpris-
ing. Surely this is a partial reflect ion of the lack of commonly recognized in-
formation sources. Perhaps it also reflects a tendency to relegate the sources that 
are used to positions of little imponance, even in some cases to a level of in-
ability to recall them as sources exercising any influence. The higher proportion 
of "own decision" and situational responses in Ozark than in Prairie may be due 
to less ratiOMl thought given to purchase dedsions, to less importance attached 
to decisions about particular practices which varied in the tWO communities, or 
even to differences of availability of trUSted information sources in each of the 
areas. 
Yet, it is precisely under such circumstances that greateSt opportunity exists 
for ambitious suppliers of informltion to establish trusted informant ro les. Some 
dealers have been able to do this, since local dealers accounted for 21 percent 
of the decisions to purchase legitimations that occurred in Ozark and 30 per-
cent of those in Prairie. 
In both communities local dealers copped the list of specific sources men-
tioned. Such persons certainl,. are in a strategic position to render advice on pro-
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duct or service sales decisions when rebt10nships of confidence and (fUSt have 
been established. In the absence of, and even in the face of Ihis, some farmers may 
still prefer to rely on the most universall) used source for legitimation purposes, 
friends and neighbors. These friends and neighbors may be regarded as persons 
.... ho make it a business to be: informed and who are trusted for their honesty 
and good judgmem. Thus, it is that 15 percent of the farmers in 021rk and 27 
percent in Prairie relied on fellow fumers for legitimation of decisions involving 
changes in the use of farm supplies. 
A stare of affairs where rruss media 'lO serve: this purpose may be: a dr= 
of adverdsers or other change agems. If so, the dre:lrn hl S not been realized since 
only 6 percent of the fumers in Ozark and 10 percent in Prairie attributed 
legirimaring influence in supply change decisions to the mass media. Yet, from 
rhe standpoint of cost per person, resulrs may not be especially discouraging. 
The mass media influences which operate at a level below recall in rhe decisions 
people make also can be added to the 6 and 10 percent figures . 
Recognized influence of rhe agricultural agencies, which figured promi!l(ndy 
in farm practice decision legitimation. w;<s virtually absent in farm supply pur-
chase decis ions (defined 10 include major household equipment). 
Friends and neighbors rated first in frequency of mention for tire, fertilizer, 
and major farm equipment purchases in Prairie. Local dealers were generally 
dose comenders for the first place pomion. In Ourk. dealers were accorded a 
slight edge over friends and neighbors for fertilizer, livestock f=:! and insurana: 
purchases. The latter rated first in the major farm equipment and household ap-
p liance category. 
There was an indination for farmers mentioned most frC<juendy as legiti. 
mators to attribute most frequent major influence to local de:alers in borh com-
munities. A slight tendency was nOled in Pnirie for high mention legitimuors 
ro make less frequent usc of the mass media for legitimation of farm supply 
purchase decisions. Otherwise. persons named as kgitimalors displayed link 
variation in source usc fOf legitimization of suppl)" decisions. 
Also. source use for Iegitimalion purposes varied only slightly by the num-
ber of times individuals were mentioned as sources of initial or additional in-
formuion about farm practices. Source use was generally not consistent in lhe 
twO communities. The most notable lendency was for personal communicative 
referents to make somewhat greater usc of local dealers, friends and neighbors, 
~nd mass media for decision legitimation than those who were not referents in 
Ozark. Somewhat Jess use was made of friends ~nd neighbors in Prairie as men-
tions as a personal source increased. 
The only Significant variations in source usc by personal mentions "llfirsl 
10 try!k ww farm prae/jm. were a slight increase in use of friends ~nd neighbors 
for the legitimation of farm supply decisions and a dedine in the use of the: 
mass media in Prairie. For some unknown reason, a shift from friends and neigh-
bors to local dC;l.Jers in the 1-2 mention category also occurred in Prairie. 
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In the 199re~te, locli dealers were the most mentioned source of mfOOlla-
tion for legitimlting supply pur<:hlse decisions in both wmmunities lnd friends 
and neighbors were mentioned most for the hrm practice decisions. 
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